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STURMIAN THEOREMS FOR SECOND ORDER SYSTEMS

W. ALLEGRETTO

Abstract. Sturmian theorem are established for weakly coupled elliptic systems

generated in a bounded domain by the expressions /,« = -Au + Au, l2w =■ -Am) +

Bw, and Dirichlet boundary conditions. Here A denotes the Laplace operator, and

A, B are m X m matrices. We do not assume that A, B are symmetric, but instead

essentially require B irreducible and b¡j < 0 if / ¥= j. Estimates on the real eigenvalue

of /, with a positive eigenvector are then obtained as applications. Our results are

motivated by recent theorems for ordinary differential equations established by

Ahmad, Lazer and Dannan.

Let G c R", n > 2, denote a bounded domain. We consider in H12(G) the elliptic

operators

(1) lxÜ= -AÜ + Au,

(2) l2w = -Aw + Bw,

where A = (a,/). B = (b¡) are m X m matrices, u = (ux,.. .,um)T,w = (wx,... ,wm)T

are m vectors, A is the Laplace operator, and Hia(G) represents the usual Sobolev

space with the norm

m m

NIÎ, = Lkll,,= L/ E |D"«if.
1 /=1      M<1

We do not assume that A, B are symmetric.

If m = 1 the typical Sturmian theorem states that every solution of l2w = 0 must

vanish somewhere in G (or G) if A, B are suitably related and there exists a

nontrivial solution ü > 0 of lxu < 0 in Hq-2(G). Precise formulations of this and

related results, together with the needed regularity hypotheses, may be found in the

books by Swanson [12] and Kreith [9] and the more recent survey articles [13, 14].

Such results can, in particular, be used for eigenvalue comparison, and the above

references contain several examples of such instances.

It is the purpose of this paper to establish a Sturmian theorem and consequent

eigenvalue comparison for the weakly coupled systems given by (1), (2). Unlike many

earlier results, we do not deal with determinants of prepared matrix solutions or with

/¡-oscillatory vector solutions (see the above references for clarification of these

concepts). Instead, our results deal with the sign of the components of the solutions
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of (1), (2) and are closer in formulation to the theorems established for ordinary

differential systems by Ahmad and Lazer [1, 2] and, more recently, Dannan [5].

Indeed, it appears that our results, even when specialized to the case n = 1, actually

give new criteria not contained in the theorems in [1, 2, 5].

Finally we recall that Protter has developed a general method for establishing

Sturmian theorems and eigenvalue comparison for single equations and systems; see,

in particular, [11]. His method depends on the introduction of arbitrary vector fields

which are then to be strategically chosen. Many—we conjecture all—of the known

scalar theorems can be obtained in this way. This approach is alson very relevant

here, as we indicate below.

We now state our assumptions on the coefficients. We assume that atj, btj g Lq(G)

with q > n. We shall also assume for most of the paper that the condition

(3) ¿,7<0    ifi*j

holds in G, and shall indicate how this may be weakened at the end. The matrix B

will be assumed irreducible: e.g., there exists a permutation a of {1,... ,m) such that

¿V).°u+i>' bo(m)M\v are not zero ae- in G for ' = l,---,m - 1. The regularity

assumptions could be weakened slightly, and A could be replaced by a more general

second order expression without essentially changing the proofs. The weak coupling

of (1), (2), however, is extensively used. Observe, finally, that the regularity results of

Ladyzhenskaya and Uraltseva [10, p. 404] imply that any solution v G H12(G) of

Lu = 0 in G for j =1,2 is actually in Cl(G). Furthermore, if dG is smooth and

v g H¿2(G) then also v g C(G) for some a > 0.

Our first result is a Picone-type identity for systems (1), (2) which is related to the

scalar identities given, e.g., in [3, 9, 12], and whose proof can be easily obtained by

direct calculation.

We write u < v iff u, < v,for /' = 1,... ,m. Similarity, other inequalities between

vectors are understood to hold for each component.

Lemma 1. Assume v¡ # 0 in G, v¡ G Cl(G) and <?>, g C¿(G) for i = l,...,m. Let

Bx, B2be the quadratic forms associated with /,, l2, respectively. Then

j(4)   i^ D\j)   4^{^(^)^ + ̂ (|)^-K + ̂ ^

= Bx($,4>)-B2(v,t),

'G  k.j

where

T={<p2/vi,i = l,...,m},    v= {vx,...,vm}T,    4> -{*!►•••*V)T-

Corollary 1. Assume

(i) /*iA>K+,a¿f/«.  f.**
^ \bii^ail, i=\,...,m.

Bx(ü, ü) < 0   for some Ü g //0'(G), ü * 0.
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// there exists a positive C1 vector v in G such that l2v > 0, then B(Ü, Ü) = 0, l2v = 0

and there exist nonzero constants c„ such that u¡ = CjVt andbtj = ((aiJ + aj¡)/2){Cj/c¡)

in G for i, j = 1,... ,m.

Proof. Observe that condition (3) and assumption (i) imply that the left side of

(4) is nonnegative definite. Approximate u by a sequence of C0°° functions {4>r} and

observe that (4) yields an immediate contradiction unless Bx(u, u) = 0. Furthermore,

in the latter case, we conclude from the first term on the left side of (4) that

u¡ = c^y, as graa(u¡/v¡) = 0 and G is a domain. From the second part of the left

side and assumption (i) we conclude that

u,     a, i + a, Uj

2       V]

for all i, j. By the irreducibility assumption, c, + 0 for i = 1,... ,m, and the result

follows.

Observe that if B is symmetric then u = cDv in the above for some D = diag( ± 1)

and constant c. If also B = A then D — I.

Corollary 2. If any of the following conditions hold, then no such vector v exists:

(i) a component of u changes sign in G;

(ii) l2v * 0 in G;

(iii) Bx(u, u) < OinG;

(iv) there exist i, j such that b¡j is not a constant multiple of{(a,j + a«)/2);

(v) there exist i such that bu < au in a set of positive measure.

As mentioned in the introduction an alternate proof of these results can be

obtained by using one of Protter's theorems instead of a Picone identity. Specifically,

it is possible to start by judiciously selecting a vector field and by properly collecting

terms in the general matrices on p. 507 of [11]. Our choice of a direct proof was

made merely for convenience.

We wish to apply the Lemma and Corollary to obtain two-sided eigenvalue

estimates. We first show that suitable eigenvalues exist.

Lemma 2. l2, with Dirichlet conditions, has a real eigenvalue X with a positive

eigenvector.

Proof. If need be add kl to l2, with k large, so that B2 becomes coercive over

H¿-2(G). Still denoting the resulting operator by l2, we observe that Range(/2) =

L2(G), by the Lax-Milgram Lemma, and l2l is a compact map from L2(G) to L2(G)

by the Sobolev embedding theorems. Further, if / > 0 and l2u = /then B(u~, u~) < 0

by assumption (3). Coercivity implies u~— 0, i.e., l2l leaves invariant the cone of

nonnegative functions. If, further, / * 0 then 5*0 and, for each component,

(5) -Au, + buu: > 0,        w, = 0   on 3G.

By the weak Harnack ineqality for supersolutions (see [7, p. 184]) applied to (5) we

conclude that if inf «, = 0 in some ball in G then u¡ = 0 in G. By the irreducibility

assumption this yields the contradiction u = 0. Consequently, if /g Cq(G), /> 0,

m 6 in G then 0 < l2'(/) g C(G), and for some positive constant ß, l2\f) > ßf'm
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G. We apply a theorem of Krasnoselskii [8, p. 67] and conclude that l21 has a real

eigenvalue X with eigenvector v > 0 in G. Consequently, the same holds for l2 and,

further, v > 0 in G, v g Cl(G).

Since /¿* satisfies the same conditions, we note that there is at most one such

eigenvalue À. With more assumptions, X can be further characterized [8], but we shall

have no need of this.

Given any expression of type -Au + Cu with C = (c(- ■), we shall denote by X(cu)

the above eigenvalue. For notational convenience, we let - \Jbubu denote bu in the

sequel.

Theorem 1. X((blJ + bß)/2) < X(btJ) < X(- gfy¡).

Proof. X(¿,y) > X((bu + bj¡)/2) follows from the Courant Min-Max principle

once we observe that, since (B + B*)/2 is symmetric, then X((è,.. + bjt)/2) is the

smallest eigenvalue, as may be seen by replacing both aiJ and btj by (b¡¡ + bH)/2 in

identity (4). Finally, choosing au = - ]jb~b~i in (4) yields X(biJ) < X(- Jb~b~),

Note that this result is optimal in the sense the equality holds if b¡j = b¡t.

Suppose next that there exists a family of nested smooth domains (G,},e, such

that Gh s Gh if ?! > ?2 and G,o = Uf>,G„ Gt<¡ = Dt<tGt. We require that 9G, be

sufficiently regular so that n,<, ¿/¿-2(G,) = H¿-2(G, ); see [15] for a discussion of

this.

Theorem 2. Let X(t) be the distinguished eigenvalue for the Dirichlet problem for l2

in Gr Then X(t) is continuous in t, and ?/diam(G,) -» 0 as t -* oo, then X(t) -> oo as

t —> oo.

Proof. Let tr -» ?0 and assume Xr, vr are the associated eigenvalue, eigenvector.

Normalize vr by ||?r||0 = fR \v\2 = 1. From the Theorem 1 estimate we conclude that

Xr is bounded. Hence, there is a subsequence, also denoted by Xr, which converges to

some number X0. Since B2(vr, vr) is bounded we may also conclude—if need be add

kl again to B2—that vr is weakly convergent in H¡\2{Rn) to a function v. From our

regularity assumption on 3G, it follows that v g 7/012(G, ). Now let <i> G Cq{G, ).

Then B2(<j>(vr - vs),4>(vr— vs)) is Cauchy, as was shown in [4] for a different

problem. Hence, if ^ G C™{G, ), then choosing <j> = 1 on supp(i^) yields

B2{vJ) = B2(<f>v,xf)=   ]imB2(*ÏÏr,$)
/•-»oo

=   lim \r(<t>vr,if) = X0(v,xp).
r-* oo

Hence, v ^ 0, * 0 satisfies l2v = X0v, and, by the unique characterization of X,

A0 = a(?0). Since the limit is independent of the subsequence chosen, limr_00Xr =

X(t0) for the original sequence. To show that X(?) -» oo as ? -» oo, observe that by

the Gagliardo-Nirenberg estimates (see e.g. [6])

k,i

if 4> g C0°°(G(), diam(G,) sufficiently small. We now apply Poincaré's Inequality [7]

to each component.
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Applying Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 we find

Corollary 3. IfX(- ]Jb~b~) < 0 in G,o there exists G, ç G,q such that X(bu) = 0.

As an application we state the following result related to those given in [5, 1, 2] for

n = 1, but not contained by them.
•r

Corollary 4. Suppose btj «S a¡j in G, for all i, j with b¡¡ < au for some i and in

some set of positive measure in G,. Suppo™ further that b¡j is symmetric and

aij + aii < 0' ' +j- VBi(u, ü) < 0 in G,, u * 0, then l2 has eigenvalue 0 in some G,

with t > ?0.

Proof. Since btj is symmetric then the first condition implies btj < min(a,7, aJt)

< 0. Hence, bijbji = bfj > [a^ + ay,]2/4. The conclusion now follows from

Corollaries 2(v) and 3.

Obviously, bji(x) < au(x) can be replaced by the other conditions of Corollary 2.

We also observe that the diagonal case shows that the assumption of the irreducibil-

ity of B cannot be dropped.

We conclude by weakening condition (3). If C is a constant invertible matrix in G

then l3u = -AS 4- C'lBCu has the same spectrum as l2. If C~lBC has nonnegative

off-diagonal entries, then an analogue of the earlier results is valid. As an example

we state

Corollary 5. Let S(l2) denote the spectrum of l2, m = 2. Assume that for some

constant ¿ > 0 we have bxx - b22 < -\b2Xi- - ¿>12£-1| in G. Then

s(i2)n[,i{(dIJ + dß)/2), p{-{d~dj,)\ # 0,

where C'XBC = (du) and C = (i,    \).
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